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Dear reader,
Our team designs and builds a four-wheel driven electric race-car to
compete in the Formula Student competition. The team consists of 84
of the top students at the Delft University of Technology, with this team
we compete throughout the summer in Formula Student competitions
across Europe. Last year we competed in Formula Student East in Hungary, Formula Student Germany at the famous Hockenheimring and the
picturesque Circuit da Catalunya – the host venue of Formula Student
Spain. Around 600 universities compete in these competitions worldwide.
In these newsletters, we will update you on what our team has been doing
this month. Within the present issue, you can find a few paragraphs as
well as photos about the team weekend and our second kart outing, the
Precisiebeurs and the preliminary design reviews, and finally an interview with our operations and financial manager. This month we would
also like to highlight one of our fantastic sponsors, ERIKS.
Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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November 2

Kart Outing #2
On November 2nd, we held our second gokart outing, traditionally starting out with pizza at the
Dreamhall before heading over to Gorinchem at A15
karting. The second outing was no different from our
first one in terms of competition, generating great pleasure for both driver and spectators during the heats!

final kart outing, where the stakes will be at their highest as the drivers get their final chance to prove themselves as potential candidates to drive the DUT18!

Like we’ve mentioned before, this is also where we
get to know more about our team in terms of racing
capabilities, helping us in our driver selection procedure. This time we saw Lukas Machunskas prevail in
Gorinchem, followed by our last time’s winner, Robbin Heijerman. One of our late-newcomers, Johannes
Soikkeli, managed to snatch the third fastest time away
from Thijs van Herwerden, who came in at a close
fourth place with Tim Swank closing out the top five.
Everyone is eagerly looking forward to the third and
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November 15–16

Precisiebeurs
On the 15th and 16th of November,
we had the pleasure to be present at the Precisiebeurs
in Veldhoven. During these two days we were part of
the stand of Kusters Goumans, the manufacturer of
our front uprights. Kusters Goumans put in the effort
to make the stand one of the best ones at the entire Precisiebeurs, in which they succeeded without a doubt!
At the stand we were present with the one and only
DUT17 and next to our car there was a Virtual Reality
race simulator on which people had the chance to show
their racing skills on Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya! It
wasn’t a big surprise that the stand got a lot of attention,
which was fun for us as well as for Kusters Goumans.

you to Kusters Goumans for arranging everything so
well! Hopefully till next year!

Next to all the fun we also had the time to walk around
the Precisiebeurs and talk to all different kinds of companies involved in precision tooling. Everything considered, the two days were a success and a big thank
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November 18–19

Team Weekend

In the third week of this month, +/40 of our team members went on the yearly team
weekend. After some busy weeks in the design phase,
the team was very happy to blow off some steam. This
year, a nice farm in the south of the Netherlands was
chosen to be our home for the weekend. After a long
drive, the team started with some games on Friday
evening. The yearly pub quiz was played, created by
one of our beloved team members Ivar van Straaten,
who came up with some fun but challenging racing
and team related questions. Saturday started with a
nice breakfast, and after a good share of coffee, everyone was ready and awake for some outside activities.
A program was set up by an outside-events company
and the team had the opportunity to show their skills
and compete with each other in some smaller games,
like javelin-throwing, “buks” shooting, shoot-out,
and a “walking-A” game. One of the highlights of this
morning was the “whipe-off ” game, which was a big
bouncer on which team members could throw each
other off by a throwing around a big heavy ball. After
warming up inside with some necessary coffee and

lunch, there was some time for relaxing. Some of the
team members took a refreshing walk to Belgium,
which was close by, and ate some waffles. Others
drove to Maastricht for some sight-seeing. When everyone came back to the farm, dinner was prepared
and some card games were played. Around 9 o’clock
in the evening it was time for the entertainment
program provided by the Operations Department.
During this entertainment program the team was
split up into small teams to compete on some racing
and team related games like a “logo-game”, “who is
it”, “30 seconds” and the “yes/no/uhm” game. A fun
aspect of this game was the racing circuit scoreboard
on which all teams were represented by a specific
race car. This evening continued with some bonding
over drinks, games and sometimes even some dancing. On Sunday morning, an extensive breakfast was
served and together with some healing coffee this
gave the team the energy to clean up the farm, pack
our bags, and drive back to Delft. Overall, we had a
fun weekend over which we got to know each other a
lot better and had a great time.
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Preliminary
Design Reviews
In our design phase, which usually lasts half
of the year, we recognize three main steps, which are
the concept design, preliminary design and detailed
design. In our last newsletter we wrote about the first
step of this process, and a few weeks ago we reached
the second checkpoint: the preliminary reviews!
In these reviews a team of current and past members takes a look at the work done by our engineers.
By giving presentations which contain previews
of part designs, as well as the data to back up the
design decisions, our engineers achieve efficient
communication between each other, our chiefs

and a group of technically skilled alumni. After
presenting, the engineer in question will take to
defending their design from the always critical
alumni, at which point any flaws will be identified
in order to shape the best designed car possible!
The review phase is especially tough on the team
because of the pressure to perform and the amount
of issues that have to be fixed as fast as possible
afterwards, however it’s also one of the most special times of the year due to sheer quantity of work
and dedication put in by everyone surrounding the
team!
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Interview with the
Ops & Financial Manager
Could you give us a brief overview
of your daily tasks?

Egor Popov
DUT18 Operations
& Financial Manager
Could you introduce yourself
please?
I am Egor Popov, I am the Operations and Financial Manager of DUT18. I am 21 years old, from
Russia, and I study Systems Engineering, Policy
Analysis and Management at TU Delft.
Why did you join the team?
I really like the idea of building a racecar in one
year - you get to learn the engineering side of a
professional project, but the non-technical side
caught my interest as well. I was very interested in
applying my theoretical knowledge from class and
getting hands on experience, since, in my opinion,
the university sometimes lacks in such practical
exercises.

week we had our annual team weekend. How did you personally like it?

I wouldn’t say there is a daily routine, since many
tasks depend on other people and occur rather
spontaneously. I am mostly in charge of organizing events, so my time schedule is more project
oriented. Generally speaking my tasks range from
reaching out to potential sponsors all the way to
ensuring that the team always have a full Kiosk our office food supply.

I loved it. Some people complained about the
weather, but since I am from Russia it was fine
for me. The activities went great, from air rifle
shooting to the beer pong tournament. I think the
weekend definitely helped create stronger bonds
between the team members and ensured everyone got to meet new people from outside of their
department.

Why did you choose to lead the Ops
Team?

Do you think events are the best
way to improve the overall team experience, or what other activities
do you have in mind to keep the team
growing together?

After speaking to previous managers from
DUT17 I had the idea that it should be possible to finish the remaining few subjects of my
bachelor in parallel to working full time here at
DUT18. The main motivator, though, was the
social experience of the team, the moments and
memories that I got to share with my team mates
from last year. I was really keen on repeating that.
Lately we saw Facebook posts with
a record breaking number of likes,
could you describe why social media
activity is important for DUT and
what’s coming next?
It’s important for our team members and their
family and friends to stay updated, and in addition to this we are always interested in increasing
the awareness of our team within the university
for potential future team members. And of course,
we also try to peak the interest of companies and
potential sponsors. If I had to say what’s next in
three words, I guess it can be called “Winter Holiday Season”
Beside PR, events are a big part of
the Ops team business, just last
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I think kart outings are always fun, everyone has
a good time and we get to use it as an opportunity to find our drivers for the season. But team
building also happens every day here at the hok,
or when we all go out for a beer after a hard day
of work. There doesn’t necessarily need to be a big
event planned to bring people closer. Speaking of
big events though, the next one will be the Design
Presentation.
Could you give us some spoilers
about that?
Well, the car will have spoilers.
How does your commitment at DUT
help your personal development?
I think it helps me develop in several ways, from
mental to physical to emotional. I get to learn
a lot about myself and how I work with others.
Throughout the year there are a lot of responsibilities to fulfill, so you naturally learn how to get
things done the right way without exerting unnecessary amounts of effort. Time management

and stress management are also huge growth areas
- the sheer number of deadlines and projects to
keep track of can become overwhelming, especially given your responsibility to the rest of the
team, so you really need to know how to adapt to
different working environments. Learning how to
delegate and manage certain tasks can become a
real asset. Of course, I can’t forget to mention the
benefits of working in such an international group
- I believe we’re one of the most international FS
teams out there!
How will the commitment at the FST
help you personally in your future
career?
To be honest, I do not look too far into the future.
But overall, this experience definitely helps me to
prepare for my future job prospects. The combination of organizational, managerial, financial, and
technical responsibilities and knowledge is something that I believe is at least somewhat applicable
to virtually any career out there.
Please finish the following sentences:
• Regarding the FST I can’t wait
to… see our car win, and meet all my friends
from the other teams.
• When I’m not at the office, you
will most likely find me... home
watching TV shows or outside taking photographs.
• My dream car is a… that’s a tough
one... let’s say a Mercedes G-class
• The Ops team is happy when… the
rest of the team knows that we do more than
just Facebook
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Sponsor Highlight

For the prestigious Formula Student competition, the goal is to have the
fastest car in multiple dynamic events. In order to
perform optimally during the race it is of utmost
importance to build an extremely light car that
can accelerate fast and take corners even faster.
For a couple of years in a row now, we as Formula
Student Team Delft managed to build the lightest
car of the track, noted at 165 kg. With a powertrain
that can deliver 140 kW of electric power (approximately 190 hp) we reach 100 kmph in 2.2 seconds
while reaching lateral accelerations of 3g in corners.
Even with an electrical efficiency close to 90% a
lot of heat is produced inside the motors and inverters. To keep the temperatures within operating
range we have a water cooling system taking the
heat from the motors and inverters and leading
it straight to the radiators mounted on each side
of the car to exchange the heat to the air flowing
around the car. In order to ensure a good water
flow without building up too much mass on the
car, the selection of tubing and connectors for
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these cooling lines is quite important. We have
different tubes for areas where either flexibility or
stiffness is required, dependent on the bending radius and the pressure inside the tube. Furthermore
it is advantageous for both geometry and cooling
temperatures to have the motors and inverters of
each side of the car cooled in parallel. This all results in a reasonably complex cooling circuit where
ERIKS provides us with a wide range of different
connectors and tubes. Also, as we’re always prototyping the car, the powertrain needs quite a bit
of maintenance over the season. Using quick disconnects helps strongly to create an environment
where this maintenance is done easily without the
need of bleeding the cooling system constantly.
This is not the only system where ERIKS provides
parts for our DUT cars. Over the years ERIKS has
shown themselves to help us quite significantly
with multiple plastics to ensure an extremely lightweight car. High temperature plastics such as Polycarbonate are used in multiple locations in the car
where the temperatures become just a bit higher.
Thank you for your support of the
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Sponsors
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We hope You have enjoyed reading our newsletter
and we’ll see you again next month!
Until that time, visit us on :

Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team

